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STAN KEE BIO

With over 30 years’ experience crafting and implementing supply 
chain solutions, Stan Kee translates visions into actionable plans. 
A process improvement thought leader, he has been recognized for 
re-engineering processes key to improving customer satisfaction, 
providing architecture for mission accomplishment and resolving 
complex issues. His areas of expertise include Supply Chain 
Management, Life Cycle Management, Enterprise Risk Management, 
Maintenance Operations, and Process Management with an extensive 
background in Program Management, Technical and Engineering 
Management, Quality Assurance/Quality Control Management 
(IS0-9001 – 6Sigma – Kaizen), and Business Development.

Warfighter Focus IDIQ; 2008-2018

Established the Warrior Training Alliance (WTA) 

utilizing 120 teammates

Lifecycle sustainment of 250,000(+) devices / 

systems U.S. Army TADSS Training Aids, Devices, 

Simulators and Simulations, and live fire ranges

Over 500(+) worldwide operating locations

Total budget of $11(+) Billion

Supported 5 million training events in 127(+) 

countries at a cost savings of over $500 Million

Operated a main warehouse and 

remote depots providing repair 

activities encompassing 30 million 

parts / components

$700 Million(+) inventory of spare parts

Executed 6,500(+) T&M and 

FFP contracts

Quick response times continually 

stressed the Supply Chain

CASE STUDY

As the WTA Maintenance Manager, Stan established a unique business-operating 
culture serving over 7,500(+) contractor staff components

Authored hundreds of maintenance and 

logistics BEST-PRACTICE procedures and work 

flows supported by data analytics

Fostered a GOLD-STANDARD Quality 

Program exceeding customer requirements

Initiated a business-culture revitalization 

optimizing all work routines by midlevel 

management, subcontractors, logisticians, 

technicians and instructor/operators

Increased revenue and profit by 

lowering total ownership cost 

by up to 20%

Significantly increased customer 

satisfaction

Kept the Army, “TRAINING”
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TRANSLATING VISION INTO ACTION

With ever-increasing competition within the 
DOD environment, contractors require 
greater visibility and the ability to make 
profitable decisions confidently. Stan Kee 
Business Solutions will generate a 
competitive advantage through aggressive 
and innovative development of solutions to 
revitalize operations, increase revenue, and 
re-shape business cultures.

CLIENT-FOCUSED OFFERINGS

His knowledge and experience in Project Management, business 
analytics and supply chain management is among the best in our 
industry. Not only was Stan capable of managing a very large program, 
but his commitment to shaping the culture of the organization and 
growing the business sector was beyond reproach.

Process improvement

Build workforce alignment

Life Cycle Management optimization

Augment revenue and profitability

Launch Gold Standard cross-training 

initiatives

Foster communication between front 

office and field staff

Cultural revitalization between management 

and field operations

Strengthen overall performance through 

implementation of Best Practices

Building and right-sizing of teams to minimize 

business risks and improve profitably

Reshaping Material Program Management 

approaches to shorten TAT

STRATEGIC SCM OFFERINGS

Supply Chain Mapping and Design: Designing and mapping for 
global representation of suppliers to strengthen logistics and 
market capabilities

Global Sourcing: Providing multiple approaches to expedite the 
product from source to customer

Supplier Quality: Making sure your suppliers have the qualifications 
and resources to handle your business needs

Value Stream Mapping: Making sure the client has the best process 
for the manufacturer, supplier, along with other functioning roles in 
producing at the highest efficiency

Demand-Supply Tracking: Providing innovative approaches to assist 
with forecasting customer capacity, changing lead times and 
collaborative planning to get your product to the customer within 
tight schedules

Supply Chain Lead-Time Reduction: Creating aggressive 
requirements matrixes to reduce commodity lead-time cost in the 
most efficient manner

Supply Assurance / Risk Management: Identifying / anticipating and 
creating plans for reducing your risk and ensuring you have the best 
supply chain management team in place

Costumed Tailored “End to End” SCM System: Assessing, 
identifying and mapping of all key components to connect supply 
chain and logistics processes; starting at the customer requirements 
and working upstream through manufacturing and supplier to 
ensure product quality and ontime delivery


